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Abstrat. Unlike other games suh as hess, draughts and bakgam-

mon, omputers are urrently quite weak at the game of go (baduk). Brute

fore is diÆult due to the higher branhing fator and game length. Hu-

man made algorithms beome very omplex before even approahing

human strength on a subproblem of the game. One possible approah to

this hallenging problem is to use mahine learning to let the program

learn and improve without inreased human e�ort. Mahine learning has

been suessful in other games (e.g. draughts, bakgammon). In this

paper we give an overview of existing tehniques. We disuss di�erent

aspets of learning, and propose some diretions of researh. In partiu-

lar we believe that a �rst order representation language ombined with

a multistrategy learning system an ahieve muh more than what ur-

rently exists.
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1 Introdution

In many games suh as hess, draughts, othello and bakgammon, omputer

programs have beome stronger than humans. Often, these programs involve

brute fore methods suh as deep alpha-beta searh and huge in-memory tables

of optimal moves (opening and endgame).

However, unlike these other games, omputers are urrently quite weak at

the game of go (baduk). Brute fore is diÆult due to the higher branhing fator

and game length. Complete opening and endgame tables are impossible due to

the wide variety of possibilities. Human made algorithms beome very omplex

before even approahing human strength on a subproblem of the game.

One possible approah to this hallenging problem is to use mahine learning

to let the program learn and improve without inreased human e�ort. Mahine

learning has been suessful in other games (e.g. draughts, bakgammon) [4℄.

Moreover, mahine learning an give a better understanding on what is im-

portant in atual play, both for beginning human players and for omputer go

programmers.

When learning, some examples of play with an evaluation is provided to an

algorithm. From this the algorithm tries to generate patterns whih an deide if
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some move is good or bad. There are many di�erent kinds of learning. Examples

an be generated by observation (e.g. by onsidering a database of professional

games as examples of good play, or a database of amateur games if examples

of suboptimal play are useful), or by self-play (e.g. reinforement learning). An

overview of the most important settings an be found in [7℄.

In this paper we give an overview of approahes that an help to learn in the

game of go, and more partiular an be used to develop an intelligent go play-

ing program. We disuss di�erent aspets of learning and propose some possible

diretions of researh. In partiular we believe that a �rst order representation

language ombined with a multistrategy learning system using higher level on-

epts an ahieve muh more than what urrently exists.

The paper is strutured as follows. In Setion 2 some onepts of omputer

game playing are briey reviewed. In Setion 3 we give an overview of aspets

of the game that ould be learned. Next, in Setion 4 we go into deeper detail

on the representation language. In Setion 5 we illustrate learning with some

experiments. Finally, in Setion 6 we give some onlusions and diretions for

further work.

2 Computer game playing

2.1 Min-max searh and Alpha-beta pruning

In deterministi omplete information games

1

suh as go, min-max searh is

frequently used. The two players are alled Max and Min. Max tries to maximize

the outome of the game and Min tries to minimize it. In the min-max algorithm,

�rst the whole game tree is built, and then evaluated bottom up. In eah node,

if Max is to move the maximum of the values of the subnodes is taken. If Min is

to move, the minimum of the subnodes is taken.

Usually one an't build the full game tree. Several solutions exist. First, one

an build a database of endgame positions one an evaluate without building

the game tree deeper. This is done in e.g. hess but is diÆult in go beause the

number of endgame situations is very large. Alternatively, a heuristi evaluation

funtion is used to evaluate the value of the nodes of the game tree at some

depth. Usually one ontinues to build the tree until one reahes nodes with a

low temperature. A node has a low temperature if the next move an not hange

the value of the node muh. This makes it easier to estimate the value aurately.

E.g. ladders are read out ompletely beause evaluation in the middle of a ladder

makes no sense if it is unknown who will win it. The temperature during the

ladder is higher than before starting or after �nishing it.

Alpha-beta pruning is a simple optimization to the min-max algorithm. Con-

sider Figure 1. In node A, Min will hose branh A with value 6. Next, we look

at node B. First we observe Ba with value 4. We an now infer that Max wil

1

In deterministi games, the next state is ompletely determined by the urrent state

and the ation of the player. In omplete information games, players have full aess

to the urrent state of the game.
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6

MIN:

MAX:

A:6

B:? Cb:5Aa:10Ab:8 A:6 Ba:4 Bb:? Ca:10 C:?

B:4 C:5

Fig. 1. Alpha-beta pruning

never hoose branh B, sine the value of branh B will be at most 4 (by the

hoie of Min), whih is smaller than 6. So we do not need to evaluate Bb and

B. Similary, after evaluating Ca and Cb, we do not need to evaluate C beause

5<6.

2.2 Endgame theory

One of the areas of the game of go that has been studied in a theoretial way,

is the (late) endgame. The theory of thermography (see e.g. [8℄) studies optimal

play in a sum of small loal games whih are ompletely separate and provides a

mathematial interpretation for sente and gote. Explaining this theory in detail

is beyond the sope of this paper. However, using measures suh as temperature

and mean value of a position ould be an interesting way to represent quality

and urgeny of positions in learning algorithms.

3 What an be learned?

In the previous setion we reviewed some basi tehniques. However, they are

formulated on a high level and there are still hoies to be made. In this setion

we give an overview of how these open hoies ould be instantiated by learning.

3.1 Global approahes

The most straightforward way of learning is to learn a funtion from a board

position and a move to a reward (the expeted result). Deep reading is diÆult

with this approah as it does not fous on partiular subregions of the board.

Work where this approah is used is [13℄, [3℄. Promising results are obtained.

Espeially for not too diÆult positions on smaller boards this approah seems

feasible. However, on large boards, probably a more spei� method should be

used for di�erent subproblems of the game.
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3.2 Learning in searh

For tatial reading, most go programs use some kind of loal searh, trying to

obtain a spei� goal on a loal part of the board, ignoring the neighbourhood.

For this, a min-max algorithm, usually ombined with several optimisations suh

as alpha-beta pruning is used.

An example of a ommerial program that fouses on this kind of loal searh

is Thomas Wolf's GoTools [15℄, whih solves life and death (sa hwal) problems.

How an one improve suh a strategy by learning? The are several parts of

the alpha-beta algorithm that an be onsidered (see also Figure 2)

{ First, alpha-beta pruning an gain onsiderably from ordering the andid-

ate moves to investigate. A bad ordering (onsidering the worst move �rst)

auses alpha-beta and min-max to be equivalent. A perfet ordering (onsid-

ering the best move �rst) alpha-beta has a omplexity of the same order of

a full min-max searh with a branhing fator of only the square root of the

number of moves. This means one ould read twie as deep as with normal

min-max searh.

Hene, it ould be useful to learn a heuristi that an reognize vital points

and shapes and suggests the highest value for the best moves. In ases where

a omplete searh is impossible due to time onstraints, suh a heuristi an

also be used as a way to determine whih moves will be investigated further

and whih an be disarded as probably bad. We will illustrate this with an

example further in the paper. Other work where life and death heuristis are

learned is [5℄, [3℄.

{ Despite optimisations and inreasing omputing power, searh depth is lim-

ited. At the leaf nodes of the searh tree, some stati evaluation must be

done.

In other games suh as hess [1℄, draughts and bakgammon, it has been

proven possible to de�ne an evaluation funtion. In eah ase, evaluation

funtions onsist of a weighted sum of relatively easily omputable features

of the position, and the weights an be improved by learning. One possible

way to do this is TD-� learning. Here, the value of a position is �rst estimated

using the urrent evaluation funtion, and after deeper searh orreted in

the diretion of the (more aurate) value obtained from the min-max value.

For go, it seems to be muh more diÆult to de�ne an evaluation fun-

tion. Some approahes exist that an in some very speial ases determine

the status of a group (alive or dead) [9℄, but no general heuristi exists. A

measure for 'inuene' or 'thikness' seems to be even more problemati.

Sine hand-made evaluation funtions fail, there is ertainly a hallenge for

mahine learning to learn good measures to evaluate the leaves of a searh

tree.

{ Next, there is the issue of the temperature of a position. It is bene�ial to

stop searh only in relatively stable positions. This avoids the horizon e�et.

E.g. a ladder should be read out ompletely, not for only a �xed number

of moves. For suh unstable positions, stati evaluation funtions are very

inaurate. When a position has a too high temperature, a quiesene searh
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is done. Determining the temperature of a position is not always easy and

the same hallenge as for the evaluation funtion itself applies.

{ Finally, speial searh tehniques an sometimes be used, e.g. lambda-searh

[14℄ and more spei� searh using knowledge from the domain [11℄. It is

important to know in whih situations these tehniques ould be applied

suesfully. This an be either hard oded (if the tehnique allows for a �xed

algorithm) or learned.

move ordering

andidate

Leaf node stati

evaluation

temperature (too

temperature

high ) deeper searh)

(low ) stop searh)

Fig. 2. Learning in searh

3.3 Learning in the endgame

For several subproblems of go, there exists a good theory to determine good

moves. For the endgame, the theory of thermography [8℄ an be used as soon

as the board is divided in isolated loal positions that an't inuene eah an-

other. First, eah loal endgame position is evaluated. Next the whole game is

onsidered as a sum of games. For this, deomposition searh [10℄ an be used.

The evaluation of loal positions is very similar to loal searh, with the

exeption that loal passes are possible, hene the searh spae is bigger. Alpha-

beta pruning an't be used straightforwardly due to the di�erent harater of

the andidate moves (e.g. sometimes a smaller sente move is preferable above

a larger gote). So only a heuristi for seleting plausible moves an be learned.

Stati evaluation redues in this ase to just ounting territory.
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3.4 Learning in the opening

The opening is a rih domain where humans have muh intuitive knowledge,

whih is hard to represent algorithmially. Conepts as inuene, thikness, aji

(latent possibilities) and good shape are hard to quantify.

3.4.1 Opening book learning In games as hess, extensive books exist.

Opening book learning is possible by inrementally expanding eah leaf of the

stored opening tree. Methods exist to selet interesting leaves to expand [6℄.

For go, this is more diÆult, beause the number of possible moves in the

opening is muh larger. In go, there does exist a set of established joseki (jungsuk,

equal exhange). These joseki an be learned in a similar way as for other games.

However, joseki an be favorable or unfavorable depending on the surrounding

situation, so learning joseki separately is suboptimal. Also, it is a non-trivial task

to isolate the orner in whih the joseki is played, and to deide whih moves

are part of a joseki in a di�erent orner.

3.4.2 The global opening problem While onventional opening learning

is diÆult, global rules for opening moves ould be learned. Suh rules ould

provide a funtion from board positions to good moves, onsidering the orner

and (an abstration of) the surrounding situation.

3.5 Higher level onepts

An almost unexplored part of go from the learning point of view is the high level

strategi planning task. Learning of onepts suh as seure territory, inuene

and aji will probably be important if one wants to develop a program with a

good understanding of the game.

An example of the learning of the onept 'seure territory' would be to learn

a funtion that given a board deides if a ertain intersetion belongs seurely

to either player. The sum over all intersetions would be an estimate of seure

territory. Currently very rough approximation are being used in some omputer-

go programs that are based on some kind of inuene funtion: intersetions

with many piees of friendly olor in the neighbourhood will get a higher value.

A more elegant way would be to learn suh a funtion. This would also avoid

lassifying a large but aptured group as territory.

4 The representation language

One an only learn what an be expressed. From this, the importane of the

representation language immediately follows. The simplest way to represent a

position is to see it as a vetor of intersetions whih an be blak, white or

empty. Several approahes use suh patterns (see e.g. [13℄, [5℄))

However, in suh a propositional representation language it is diÆult to

express more high-level onepts suh as liberty, atari, ladder and eye. Some
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approahes do make the representation language more expressive by allowing

the pattern to have other shapes (e.g. the exible variant in [5℄) or by using

graph-based patterns (but then without board-mathing part) (see [13℄, [3℄),

but not in a systemati way.

We argue that it is important for mahine learning approahes to use a

relational representation language. Some work already uses languages that are

more expressive than the normal propositional one. E.g. [℄

In [12℄ we propose a language based on the following relations:

{ blok(BlokID;Color; Size; LibertyCount) : A blok is a string of onneted

stones or one single empty point. Eah blok has a olor (Blak, White or

Empty), size and number of liberties

{ board(X;Y;GroupID) : For eah intersetion on the board we remember to

whih blok it belongs.

{ adjaent(BlokID1; BlokID2) : Represents whih bloks are adjaent.

This allows to elegantly represent quite ompliated onepts. E.g. the fol-

lowing is a deision tree that deides if a move is legal or not (exept in ase of

ko (pe) reapture whih depends on the ruleset used).

Move = (X;Y ), board(X;Y;BlokID), blok(BlokID;Color; Size; LibCount)

If (Color 6= Empty)

Then Return Illegal move point not empty

else If (LibCount > 0)

Then Return Legal move

Else If (9AdjID : adjaent(BlokID;AdjID) ^ blok(AdjID;OpponentColor; ; 1))

Then Return Legal move

Else If (9AdjID : adjaent(BlokID;AdjID) ^ blok(AdjID;

FriendColor; ; AdjLibCount) ^AdjLib � 2)

Then Return Legal move

Else Return Illegal move suiide

5 Experiments

In this setion we will desribe two experiments as examples of appliations of

mahine learning to go.

5.1 Learning a heuristi for Tsume-Go problems

In this experiment, we learned a heuristi to predit the �rst move in life and

death problems. The examples were taken from a database of problems generated

by GoTools. We used the deision tree learner Tilde [2℄ using a �rst order rep-

resentation language. On an unseen test set, we used the learned theory to order

the andidate moves. Figure 3 summarizes the results. The umulative auray

of the �rst n moves is plotted against the number of tried moves n. In 40% of
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the ases, the �rst hoie of the learned theory was orret. After about 10 tries

all the orret moves are found. This allows to redue the average branhing

fator signi�antly. In [12℄ we give a more detailed report on this experiment,

inluding a detailed analysis of the inuene of suh a learned heuristi on the

average branhing fator.
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Fig. 3. Preditive auray on life and death problems

5.2 Learning an opening book with temperatures

In this experiment we simpli�ed the opening by assuming that in the beginning of

a game the four orners are independent. We downloaded 2000 amateur games

from the internet go server IGS, and learned a joseki book from them. The

resulting tree of orner positions ontained most of the popular joseki, but some

noise was present due to the inexatness of our assumptions (e.g. interferene

between orners).

We estimated a temperature for eah orner position in our book. While

temperature is a onept usually only used in endgame theory, it seems to make

sense as an approximate measure in opening positions too. This also partially

beomes lear from the proverb: 'Urgent points (high temperature) before big

points'. We learned a deision tree whih is a generalisation of this temperature

funtion.

We onsidered a number of unseen amateur games and applied our learned

temperature funtion to predit the orner in whih the following move would
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happen. We obtained an auray of 30% (the default auray is 25%). Though

this result is quite bad, it shows that even using very little knowledge of the

game and making rough estimations an give statistial signi�ant information

on the best diretion of play.

6 Conlusions and further work

We presented some possible appliations of mahine learning methods to the

game of go. One simple method won't suÆe as the game is signi�antly more

diÆult as other games, and a multistrategy learning approah is alled for.

Moreover, unlike some other games, an expressive language is needed to rep-

resent simple and ommon go onepts. We argued that existing work in the

�eld of indutive logi programming, providing a �rst order logi representation

language ould help. As our experiments show, learning results are promising,

but the whole �eld is nearly unexplored and muh opportunities to do researh

remain. We believe the inremental building of more high level onepts is one

of the most important aspets of suessful further researh.
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